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English Corpus Linguistics 2014-01-14

this collection of articles form a tribute to jan svartvik and his pioneering work in the field covers corpus studies problematic grammar institution based and observation based grammars and the design and development of

spoken and written text corpora in different varieties of english

Corpus-Based Approaches to English Language Teaching 2010-06-07

a compilation of research exploring different ways to apply corpus based and corpus informed approaches to english language teaching

English corpus linguistics 2002

the aim of this volume is to present a state of the art view on corpus studies this collection of papers presented at the xii susanne hübner seminar in november 2003 at the university of zaragoza comprises both quantitative and

qualitative analyses and studies on both written and oral corpora structured in seven sections the book covers a wide range of approaches and methodologies and reflects current linguistic research the papers have been written

by scholars from a large number of universities mainly from europe but also from the usa and asia the volume offers contributions on diachronic studies pragmatic analyses and cognitive linguistics as well as on translation and

english for specific purposes the book includes several papers on corpus design and reports on research on oral corpora at a more specific level the papers analyse aspects such as politeness issues dialectology comparable

corpora discourse markers the expression of evidentiality and writer stance metaphor and metonymy conditional sentences evaluative adjectives delexicalised verbs and nominalization

Corpus Linguistics 2008

the corpus based studies in this volume explore biomedical research writing in english from a variety of perspectives the articles in this collection delve into the lexicographic issues involved in building an electronic database of

collocations and lexical bundles offer insight on the teaching and learning of prototypical multiword units of meaning in biomedical discourse and view written scientific english through the lens of such diverse fields as

phraseology metaphor gender and discourse analysis the research presented in this book forms the theoretical and methodological foundation of scie lex a lexical database of collocations and prefabricated expressions designed

to help scientists write scientific papers in english accurately the concluding chapter on framenet addresses frame semantics whose application to the cross linguistic study of scientific language will open new and promising

avenues of research in the study of specialized languages

Biomedical English 2013-06-15

this book brings together a variety of approaches to english corpus linguistics and shows how corpus methodologies can contribute to the linking of diachronic and synchronic studies the articles in this volume investigate
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historical changes in the english language as well as specific aspects of middle and modern english and moreover of english dialects the contributions also discuss the development of english corpus linguistics generally and its

potential in the future special focus is given to the continuity between middle and modern english much in line with the linking in previous studies of middle english and old english under the generic term medievalism this volume

highlights the continual development of english from the medieval to modern period

Middle and Modern English Corpus Linguistics 2012-04-11

the twenty papers of this volume published to honour gunnel tottie are of interest to everyone concerned with the study of the english language the collection is a convincing argument for an approach to language studies based

on the analysis of computerized corpora though this is not an introduction to the field but a series of highly specialized studies readers get a good overview of the work being done at present in english computer corpus studies

english corpus linguistics though basically concerned with the study of varieties of english goes far beyond the simple ordering and counting of large numbers of examples but is deeply concerned with linguistic theory based on

real language data the volume includes sections on corpora of written and spoken present day english historical corpora contrastive corpora and on the application of corpus studies to teaching purposes

From Ælfric to the New York Times 1997

grammar instruction based on corpus research 50 grammatical structures presented in context with activities and answers in attached booklet suitable for self study building vocabulary and developing grammar reading and

writing skills

Real Grammar 2009

the existence of corpus based linguistic research in japan has until now mainly been hidden from the view of overseas researchers partly by the language barrier and partly by the continuing dominance of generative grammar in

japan at last this volume lifts the veil to reveal the current condition of corpus based research in japan english corpus linguistics in japan contains a collection of twenty papers written by japanese linguists reflecting the state of

art in english corpus linguistics in japan the volume covers an impressively wide range showcasing the diversity and creativity of corpus based research in this country from studies drawing on the old faithful brown and lob

corpora as well as the more recent frown flob the bank of english and the british national corpus to studies based on more specific historical literary spoken and learner corpora from investigations of major levels of language

description including prosody lexis morphology syntax and semantics to investigations of language variation from explorations of single variables to those of multivariant dimensions and from pedagogical applications to software

applications the papers are grouped into four sections 1 corpus based studies of contemporary english 2 historical and diachronic studies of english 3 english corpora and english language teaching 4 software for analyzing

corpora this volume will inspire still further corpus explorations in the future both in japan and abroad
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English Corpus Linguistics in Japan 2016-09-12

using a corpus of data drawn from naturally occurring second language conversations this book explores the role of idiomaticity in english as a native language and its comparative role in english as a lingua franca through

examining how idiomaticity enables first language learners to achieve a greater degree of fluency the book explores why idiomatic language poses such a challenge for users of english as a lingua franca the book puts forward a

new definition of competence and fluency within the context of english as a lingua franca concluding with an analysis of practical implications for the lingua franca classroom this in depth study of english language learning using

corpus data will be of interest to researchers in applied linguistics and corpus linguistics and to teachers of english as an international lingua franca

English as a Lingua Franca 2008-01-06

the second edition of this successful text provides an ideal introduction for university students of english at the intermediate level students planning papers dissertations or theses will find the book a particularly valuable guide

after introducing corpora and the rationale and basic methodology of corpus linguistics the authors present a number of recent case studies providing new insights into vocabulary collocations phraseology metaphor and

metonymy syntactic structures male and female language and language change a final chapter shows how the web and social media can be used as a source for linguistic investigations and contains information on how to

compile your own corpus each chapter includes study questions exercises and updated suggestions for further reading

Corpus Linguistics and the Description of English 2018-07-02

the chapters in this collected volume illuminate the dynamic success story of english corpus linguistics over the past few decades the book is organised in three parts the chapters in part i set the scene by addressing

fundamental issues such as the balance between automated and manual analyses and the urgent call for more communication and collaboration across subjects and research areas the studies in part ii highlight patterns in

present day english from a cross linguistic perspective and identify and analyse stylistic trends in recent english part iii is devoted to aspects of the rich variation and long term change characteristic of early english two themes

cut across the chapters in the book one of them is the impressive volume and diversity of digitised material available for english corpus linguists today and the issues that arise for researchers wishing to combine different data

sources in their analyses the other theme concerns the benefits that advances made in english corpus linguistics may offer to other disciplines

English Corpus Linguistics: Crossing Paths 2015-06-24

as its title suggests this book is a selection of papers that use english corpora to study language variation along three dimensions time place and genre in broad terms the book aims to bridge the gap between corpus linguistics

and sociolinguistics and to increase our knowledge of the characteristics of english language it includes eleven papers which address a variety of research questions but with the commonality of a corpus based methodology

some of the contributions deal with language variation in time either by looking into historical corpora of english or by adopting the method known as diachronic comparable corpus linguistics thus illustrating how corpora can be

used to illuminate either historical or recent developments of english other studies investigate variation in space by comparing different varieties of english including some of the new englishes such as the south asian varieties of
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english finally some of the papers deal with variation in genre by looking into the use of language for specific purposes through the inspection of medical articles social reports and academic writing

English Corpus Linguistics: Variation in Time, Space and Genre. 2013

corpus analyses of the present day written and especially the spoken english on the basis of a new linguistic theory and using tested methods are still rare the contributions give new insights into the english noun phrase the

future tense the information structure of sentences the occurrence of iz vs z and finally a study of anacolutha in spoken english the last three papers are analyzing spoken the other five written resp printed english

Studies in English Usage 1977

this book shows how corpus analyses can enhance students practitioners and researchers knowledge of academic language the book provides a reader friendly discussion of the key concepts practices and research applications

of corpus linguistics which are relevant to the eap community the volume empowers readers to compile and analyze eap relevant corpora to support their practice draws on open access resources allowing readers in all contexts

to engage in corpus analyses examines how corpus studies have advanced the description of spoken written and computer mediated academic discourses contains numerous reflective and hands on tasks corpus linguistics for

english for academic purposes is an essential book for eap students practitioners and researchers who wish to develop corpus analytical skills to support their learning teaching and research practice it is equally important to

novice corpus linguists who wish to find out how they can contribute to the ever expanding area of eap

Corpus Linguistics for English for Academic Purposes 2021-12-30

this book investigates the syntactic phenomenon of ellipsis and the linguistic forces that trigger it it presents the results of a corpus based study which takes into account grammatical semantic discursive usage related and

processing variables evelyn gandón chapela builds upon the few empirical works on ellipsis in present day english to offer the first comparative analysis of ellipsis and its development throughout the recent history of the english

language moreover the book also provides a complex query algorithm which automatically detects and retrieves cases of ellipsis leading to successful recall ratios applicable to a wide range of parsed corpora

The London-Lund Corpus of Spoken English 1990

this work provides 50 000 words of prosodically transcribed text from a variety of sources the introduction explains fully the transcription conventions the structure of the corpus and its relationship to other computer corpora and

provides examples of different versions of texts
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On Invisible Language in Modern English 2020

this book describes an approach to lexis and grammar based on the concept of phraseology and of language patterning arising from work on large corpora the notion of pattern as a systematic way of dealing with the interface

between lexis and grammar was used in collins cobuild english dictionary 1995 and in the two books in the collins cobuild grammar patterns series 1996 1998 this volume describes the research that led to these publications and

explores the theoretical and practical implications of the research the first chapter sets the work in the context of work on phraseology the next two chapters give several examples of patterns and how they are identified chapters

4 and 5 discuss and exemplify the association of pattern and meaning chapters 6 7 and 8 relate the concept of pattern to traditional approaches to grammar and to discourse chapter 9 summarizes the book and adds to the

theoretical discussion as well as indicating the applications of this approach to language teaching the volume is intended to contribute to the current debate concerning how corpora challenge existing linguistic theories and as

such will be of interest to researchers in the fields of grammar lexis discourse and corpus linguistics it is written in an accessible style however and will be equally suitable for students taking courses in those areas

A Corpus of Formal British English Speech 2017-06-30

the international corpus of english is a unique linguistic and sociolinguistic project when complete it will consist of fifteen or more parallel corpora of spoken and written english drawn from countries where english is either a

majority first language or an official second language part i introduces the ice project and a sub project that investigates writing by advanced learners of english part ii describes in detail the design of the corpora the markup

systems for speech and writing the ice tagset and parsing scheme and the software packages that have been developed for automatic tagging and parsing and for retrieving lexical grammatical and sociolinguistic information part

iii discusses problems in compiling the corpora exemplified by the experience of teams in new zealand east africa and hong kong finally part iv considers some of the applications envisaged for the corpora research in linguistics

sociolinguistics and natural language processing teaching language planning and the establishment of norms for teaching and examining in second language countries

Pattern Grammar 2000

corpus linguistics on the move exploring and understanding english through corpora comprises fourteen contributions covering key issues in english corpus linguistics including corpus compilation and annotation original

perspectives from specialized corpora and insightful discussions of various grammatical and pragmatic features

Comparing English Worldwide 1996

corpus linguistics for english teachers new tools online resources and classroom activities describes corpus linguistics cl and its many relevant creative and engaging applications to language teaching and learning for teachers

and practitioners in tesol and esl efl and graduate students in applied linguistics english language teachers both novice and experienced can benefit from the list of new tools sample lessons and resources as well as the

introduction of topics and themes that connect cl constructs to established theories in language teaching and second language acquisition key topics discussed include cl and the teaching of english vocabulary grammar and

spoken written academic discourse new tools online resources and classroom activities and focus on the english teacher as a corpus based researcher with ready to use teaching vignettes tips and step by step guides case
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studies with practitioner interviews and discussion of corpora and corpus tools corpus linguistics for english teachers is a thoughtfully designed and skillfully executed resource bridging theory with practice for anyone looking to

understand and apply corpus based tools dynamically in the language learning classroom

Corpus linguistics on the move 2016-07-11

never before have so many resources been available to support the teaching of english with clear descriptions and interactive tasks this introduction demonstrates how online corpora can be used in the teaching and learning of

english at different linguistic levels including vocabulary grammar discourse and pronunciation

Corpus Linguistics for English Teachers 2018-05-15

patterns and meanings consists of case studies which make use of corpora and concordance technology each case study elaborates a problem area makes reference to both the descriptive and applied literature thus far and

then suggests ways of exploiting corpus data to shed light on the problem language phenomena investigated include word sense phraseology and syntax metaphor and creative use text reference idiom and translation emphasis

is given to information that usually cannot be found in dictionaries grammars language textbooks or other resources but which the study of corpus data makes available this work is particularly important not only for its language

description insights but also for pedagogical application further useful suggestions are included on setting up a medium sized corpus on a personal computer

Exploring English With Online Corpora 2009-05-18

corpus based studies in english contains selected papers from the seventeenth international conference on english language research on computerized corpora icame 17 the topics include parsing and annotation of corpora

discourse studies lexicography translation studies parallel corpora language variation and change national varieties methodology and english language teaching the papers on parsing and annotation include discussions of the

treatment of irregular forms semantic pragmatic labels in air traffic control a comparison of tagging systems and a presentation of t tag lexicon construction the papers on discourse and lexicography include a study of like as a

discourse marker thesaural relations and the lexicalisation of nps in translation studies one paper discusses explicitness as a universal feature of translation and the paper on parallel corpora contrasts english and norwegian

many papers deal with variation and change here we find a discussions of dialogue vs non dialogue in modern english fiction and an account of verbal disputes in adolescent english the historical studies deal with e g text type

evolution multi verb words normalization in middle english prose and modalities in early modern english the methodology papers discuss the use in corpus analysis of inferential statistics probabilistic approaches to anaphora

resolution and multi method approaches to data the elt paper compares the use of the progressive in native and non native compositions

Patterns and Meanings 1998-01-01

corpus based studies in english contains selected papers from the seventeenth international conference on english language research on computerized corpora icame 17 the topics include parsing and annotation of corpora
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discourse studies lexicography translation studies parallel corpora language variation and change national varieties methodology and english language teaching the papers on parsing and annotation include discussions of the

treatment of irregular forms semantic pragmatic labels in air traffic control a comparison of tagging systems and a presentation of t tag lexicon construction the papers on discourse and lexicography include a study of like as a

discourse marker thesaural relations and the lexicalisation of nps in translation studies one paper discusses explicitness as a universal feature of translation and the paper on parallel corpora contrasts english and norwegian

many papers deal with variation and change here we find a discussions of dialogue vs non dialogue in modern english fiction and an account of verbal disputes in adolescent english the historical studies deal with e g text type

evolution multi verb words normalization in middle english prose and modalities in early modern english the methodology papers discuss the use in corpus analysis of inferential statistics probabilistic approaches to anaphora

resolution and multi method approaches to data the elt paper compares the use of the progressive in native and non native compositions

Corpus Based Studies in English 2023-11-27

non literal language is ubiquitous in everyday life and while hyperbole is a major part of this it has so far remained relatively unexplored this volume provides the first investigation of hyperbole in english drawing on data from

genres such as spoken conversation tv newspapers and literary works from chaucer to monty python combining quantitative and qualitative analyses it uses approaches from semantics pragmatics discourse analysis and

classical rhetoric to investigate in detail both speaker centered and emotive aspects of hyperbole and also addressee related aspects such as interpretation and interactional uptake illustrated with a range of diachronic case

studies hyperbole is also shown to be a main means of linguistic creativity and an important contributor to language change the book concludes with an exploration of the role of hyperbole in political speaking humour and

literature original and in depth it will be invaluable to all those working on meaning discourse and historical linguistics

A Guide to Using Corpora for English Language Learners 2018

this book is intended for academics and postgraduate students of lexicology lexicography and corpus linguistics

Corpus-based Studies in English 1997

this book presents a corpus based study of spoken learner language produced by university level esl students in the classroom using contemporary theories as a guide and employing cutting edge corpus analysis tools and

methods the authors analyse a variety of learner speech to offer many new insights into the nature and characteristics of the spoken language of college esl learners focusing on types of speech that are rarely examined this

original work makes a significant contribution to the study and understanding of esl spoken language at university level it will appeal to students and scholars of applied linguistics corpus linguistics second language acquisition

and discourse analysis
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Hyperbole in English 2010-11-25

this book proposes an innovative approach to general nouns general nouns are defined as high frequency nouns that are characterised by their textual functions although the concept is motivated by halliday hasan 1976 the

corpus theoretical approach adopted in the present study is fundamentally different and set in a linguistic framework that prioritises lexis the study investigates 20 nouns that are very frequent in mainstream english as

represented by the bank of english corpus the corpus driven approach to the data involves a critical discussion of descriptive tools such as patterns semantic prosodies and primings of lexical items and the concept of local

textual functions is put forward to characterise the functions of the nouns in texts the study not only suggests a characterisation of general nouns but also stresses that functions of lexical items and properties of texts are closely

linked this link requires new ways of describing language

Fixed Expressions and Idioms in English 1998

this book offers a diachronic and synchronic description of complex prepositions e g in view of by way of in english and discusses the theoretical justification for their classification as a grammatical category

English Corpus Linguistics 2014

seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject english language and literature studies linguistics grade 2 university of innsbruck anglistik course synchronic and or diachronic english linguistics english syntax and morphology

language english abstract this paper is dealing with the topic of corpus linguistics it tries to give an overview about this topic as i think that although it already gained popularity not everyone is familiar with it first i want to explain

what a corpus actually is and what it is useful for the different types of corpora will be described and also potential risks of depending to much on computer processable corpora then the focus shifts to the fields of application of

corpus linguistics and also the use in syntax and morphology is discussed i will also try to illustrate the opportunities a corpus provides by using an example for better understanding the main aim of this paper is to give an

overview about corpus linguistics and the fields of application with attention to syntax and morphology

Exploring Spoken English Learner Language Using Corpora 2017-07-28

the book has two overall aims firstly it is intended to begin a discussion about phraseology and lexical priming and how these theoretical concepts relate and play out in the context of a new english secondly it provides a model

of how a language variety can be explored by detailed analysis of short strings

English General Nouns 2005-12-14

manual to accompany the cd rom or online resource containing version 2 of the icle the icle is the computerized databank of the centre for english corpus linguistics at the université catholique de louvain the centre focuses on
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the development and use of learner corpora electronic collections of authentic foreign language data the icle is the result of over ten years of collaborative activity between a number of universities internationally it contains over 3

million words of writing by learners of english from 21 different mother tongue backgrounds the writing in the corpus has been contributed by advanced learners of english as a foreign language and is made up of 21 distinct sub

corpora each containing one language variety e2french e2german e2swedish etc

Grammaticalization and English Complex Prepositions 2005

this monograph provides a detailed account of the fundamental changes which have recently affected and which are still affecting the system of english auxiliaries

Lexical Change in Present-day English 1998

this work provides 50 000 words of prosodically transcribed text from a variety of sources the introduction explains fully the transcription conventions the structure of the corpus and its relationship to other computer corpora and

provides examples of different versions of texts

Corpus Linguistics - An Introduction to the Field and its Use in Linguistics 2011-11-04

based on a large sample of press data extracted from the british national corpus bnc the book undertakes a detailed investigation of present day english proper names an important but under researched area in english

linguistics employing the statistical technique of binary logistic regression this book presents a new method of analysing non discrete categories in linguistics with reference to the grammatical notion of gradience and the principle

of parsimony the focus is particularly on the grammatical factors influencing the choice between use and non use of the definite article a well known issue of uncertainty in modern english the study also concentrates on multi

word organisation names which have been little studied although they occur frequently in newspaper language and have special characteristics of their own by making precise predictive statements about the conditions under

which the definite article is preferred or dispreferred the book is also able to shed light on the theory of linguistic performance

Korean English 2014

The international corpus of learner English 2009
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Emerging English Modals 2000

A Corpus of Formal British English Speech 1996

A Corpus-based Study of Proper Names in Present-day English 2005-01-01
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